
CBH / CBV / CBR 

 Compact Alpha Power Resistor 

110 - 1.700 W 
1.8kW - 30kW @ 5/120s  

(9kJ - 150kJ) 5/120s pulse load 

The CBH / CBV and CBR-H / CBR-V brake resistors with optional 
integrated thermal switch from our medium power range of  
ALPHA ALUMINIUM HOUSED COMPACT BRAKE RESISTORS are 
electrically insulated and with small dimensions. They can easily 
be fitted into compact constructions and are especially designed 
to endure high pulse loads in industrial drive systems. 
 
The steady state power range span from 110W to 1700W per 
profile. The pulse load capability is up to 60 times the nominal 
power for one second every 120 seconds, and 16 times the nom-
inal power for five second every 120 seconds depending on the 
ohm value and resistor . 

Danotherm has developed thermal models for all resistor types 
and resistor values. By using these models we are able to predict 
the temperature rises of the resistor wire and on the surface for 
all possible load applications. We offer our assistance to custom-
ers to find the optimum solution for any situation. 

CBR-H and CBR-V resistors are optionally available with connec-
tion box in different design for different cable sizes and from 
IP20 to IP65, please, require special data sheets.  

DAN EN14.5015R2 
04082015 
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Construction 

The resistors are designed as follows: 
The resistor elements for high resistance 
types are wire wound on mica support 
sheets. Lower resistance elements are 
made with helix wound wire elements 
mounted in special designed ceramic 
fixtures. The outer housing is an alumini-
um profile isolated with micanite sheets 
on all inner surfaces. The resistor ele-
ments are fixed symmetrical in the pro-
file by ceramic insulators. This ensures a 
symmetric expansion of the resistors and 
a maximum stability to high load impuls-
es. The aluminium profile with the fixed 
resistor element is filled with Al2O3 or 
SiO2. This ensures a minimum change of 
the resistor surface temperature even if 
the resistor element reaches its maxi-
mum temperature during a pulse load. 
The standard cables are 300 mm AWG 
18 – AWG 10. We can supply cables in 
specified length and mounted with cable 
shoes or connectors as required. 

Mounting feet 

All resistors have thermal relieve expan-
sion mounting feet. When a resistor is 
heated up to its maximum temperature 
the length can increase by some 2 mm. 
The mounting feet are able to relieve 
this stress. The mounting feet at the ca-
ble side are fixed where as the mounting 
feet at the upper end have the thermal 
stress relieve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accessories 

We can customize the resistor concern-
ing; connection style, IP class, horizontal 
or vertical mounting or connection box . 
Optional the resistors can be fitted with 
a thermal switch (TS). If a TS is needed 
the maximum temperature on the sur-
face at the connection side is 200°C. 

 

CBH/CBV/CBR cable connections 

CBH/CBV/CBR with thermal switch, B / D box (only CBR)                   Table B 

Table A 

Table C CBR K-box 

Mounting feet with ther-

mals stress relieve 
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Applications 

CBH/CBV/CBR compact alpha, aluminium 
housed, brake resistors are able to with-
stand repetitive high pulse loads. Appli-
cations are brake resistors for elevators, 
escalators, cranes, winches , conveyor 
belts or any other industrial small to me-
dium power drive system. 

 
In the pulse load tables A through C you 
find an example of a 40R resistor with 
various duty times and a cycle time of 
120 seconds. The ambient temperature 
is taken as 40°C. Maximum temperature 
at the cable side is 250°C, connection 
box versions and thermal switch versions 
have a maximum temperature at the 
connection side of 200°C. 
 
Thermal simulations 

The start for each resistor selection is a  
power-time graph from your application.   
For each resistor a (unique) thermal 
model can be defined. The model is 
based on the physical properties of the 
resistor. With the use of simulation soft-
ware the temperatures of various com-
ponents of the resistor can be deter-
mined.  The resistor can be optimized for 
your application, without over dimen-
sioning, reducing costs and engineering 
time.  
 
 

Table D 

CBR-V 160 BT 281 

Pnom. = 360W, IP 65 

Connection terminal box 
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CBH/CBV cable connections 

CBR  cable connections  

CBH/CBV cable connections  
with internal thermal switch 

CBR cable connections  
with internal thermal switch 

Vertical mounting 

Horizontal mounting 

Horizontal mounting 

Vertical mounting 
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CBR B-box connection 
with internal thermal switch 

CBR D-box connection 
with internal thermal switch 

CBR K-box connection 

CBR cable connections  
with internal thermal switch (TS) 
With(out) TS (only –W type) 

Vertical mounting  

Vertical mounting only 

Vertical mounting only 

Vertical mounting only 
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B-box 

D-box 

K-box 

CBR DT is a range of compact Aluminum Profile Brake Resistors 
with protection class IP20 (horizontal mounting) / IP21 (vertical 
mounting with connection at down side).  The resistors are sup-
plied with an internal thermal switch (Max. temperature 200°C) 
and equipped with a connection box, which contains cable 
glands and cable connection to the resistor and the thermal 
switch. 
 
Connection D-box 
The power cables are connected through a M25 cable gland with 
integrated braid connection. The gland clamping range: 9-
16.6mm and the braid minimum diameter: 7.5mm. The power 
cables (0.5–10mm²) are connected to a terminal block with 
screw connections. The PE is connected directly to the connector 
box with an M5 screw. The thermal switch cable is connected to 
a terminal block (0.5-4mm²) via a M12 gland with clamping 
range 3–7mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
CBR BT is a range of compact Aluminum Profile Brake Resistors 
with protection class IP65.  The resistors are supplied with an 
internal thermal switch (Max. temperature 200 °C) and equipped 
with a connection box, which contains cable glands and cable 
connection to the resistor and the thermal switch. 
 

Connection B-box 
Power cables are connected through a M25 cable gland with 
integrated screen connection. The range of outer diameter of 
the power cable is 9.0-16.6mm. The power cables (0.5–10mm²) 
are connected to a terminal block with screw connections. The 
PE is connected directly to the connector box with a screw. The 
cable for the thermal switch is connected to a terminal block 
(0.5-4mm²) via a M12 gland with clamping range 3–7mm. 
 
 
 

 

 

CBR K is a range of compact Aluminum Profile Brake Resistors 
with protection class IP00.  The resistors are fitted with a con-
nection box, which contains a terminal block (0.5 to 10mm2). The 
PE is connected directly to the connector box with an M5 screw.  
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Pulse load 

The ability to withstand pulse loads varies per resistor size and length and diameter of the internal resistor wire. As such, it is im-
possible to create standard graphs that would apply for most customers  applications. In some cases the load is a combination of a 
square form + triangle like in emergency brake situation.  
 
On request Danotherm performs simulations based on the actual application. For better understanding, Danotherm has already 
produced tables for some different load forms for resistors with standard wire. Please, note that these are only examples.  
Tables A through C show overload power ratings based on a resistor with a 40 ohm value and normal wire thickness. Depending 
on the application we can change the construction of the resistor to fulfill the demands best without over dimensioning. In the 
table the absolute peak power of a rectangular shape pulse during 1 to 40 seconds with a repetition time of 120 seconds is shown.  

Ingress Protection  

The Ingress Protection rate (IP value) depends on the resistor and on the connection style. Standard the resistors are IP 50. By use 
of gaskets it can be increased to IP 54 or IP 65. (option only available in B-box). For resistors with flying leads these IP values are 
possible. 

Resistors with connection box D and K have IP 21 when the resistor is mounted vertically and IP 20 when they are mounted hori-
zontally. 

IP grades are well defined, also the tests which the grading should withstand. For instance IP 65 means that dust cannot penetrate 
the box or if there is any dust coming inside it would not influence the electrical properties. It should be able to withstand water 
jets from any direction with a certain pressure during 3 minutes. IP 65 does not mean it can withstand rain continuously! If the 
resistor is used outside than it should be protected against rain.  

The resistors that are IP 65 rated can be cleaned with a high pressure hose, however, it must be noticed that this can only be done 
when the resistor has the same temperature as the ambient. If not, the water will cool down the housing body causing an under 
pressure inside the resistor and water can be sucked inside the resistor. 

Last digits XXX > 400: Customer specified version, otherwise: 

Ohm value (Examples: 2R2 = 2.2 Ω, 22R = 22 Ω, 220R = 220 Ω, 2k2 = 2.2 kΩ 

Number of profiles 1, 2 or 3 

Thermal switch: 3=80°C; 4=100°C; 5=130°C; 6=160°C; 7=180°C; 8=200°C; 9=PT100 

0=cable connection; 2=connection box 

T = Thermal switch (NC) 

Wire element (t.b.d. by Danotherm) E = parallel, H = series 

Connector; Box: K = IP00; D = IP20; B = IP65, C = cable version 

Length of resistor body housing in mm.  

H = Horizontal mounting feet, V = Vertical mounting feet 
 

Type designation 
 
CBV style resistors are aluminium housed body resistors without cooling fins. CBV-type  means mounting on the short side of the 
housing body (vertical). CBH resistors are mounted on the long side of the housing body (horizontal). CBV and CBH can be fitted 
with an internal thermal switch. This increases the standard length of the body by 25mm. CBV and CBH have cable connections.  
 
CBR style resistors are alumunium housed body resistors with cooling fins. CBR-V type are mounted on the short side (vertical) 
where CBR-H type are mounted on the long side. CBR-V and CBR-H can have cable connections.  Optional CBR-V can be fitted with 
a cable box in three different styles; K-box, D-box or B-box. 
 
 
 



Danotherm can customize the resistor concerning; connection style, IP class, horizontal or vertical mounting, open terminals or 

connection box . Optional the resistor can be fitted with a thermal switch (TS). If a TS is needed the maximum temperature at the 

cable side surface is 200°C. 

 

We have standard solutions for 1 up to 4 profiles combined in one compact configuration. For very high pulse power loads we rec-

ommend our CBT, CBS or CMQ type resistors. The IP class ranges from IP 20 to IP 65, depending on the connection type. Connec-

tion can be box, DIN-rail terminals (K-box) or box with cable glands (B-box or D-box. 

  

Main features for Alpha resistors: 

 

 Compact 

 Cool surface 

 High pulse load capability 

 High vibration capability 

 No live parts outside 

 High IP class 

 Fail safe (on request) 

 Low noise level 

 Low thermal drift 

CBR-V 460 BHT 281 

Pnom. = 790W, IP 65 

Connection B-box  

CBR-V 660 CT 001 

Pnom. = 1130W, IP 50 

Connection cable leads 

CBH / CBV  

mailto:danotherm@danotherm.dk

